Cell proliferation influenced by matrix compliance of gelatin grafted poly(d,l-Lactide) three dimensional scaffolds.
Surface and mechanical properties of the biomaterials are determinants of cellular responses. In our previous study, star-shaped poly(d,l-Lactide)-b-gelatin (ss-pLG) was reported for possessing improved cellular adhesion and proliferation. Here, we extended our investigation to establish the cellular compatibility of gelatin-grafted PDLLA with respect to mechanical properties of biological tissues. In this view, linear PDLLA-b-gelatin (l-pLG) was synthesized and tissue-level compatibility of 1-pLG and ss-pLG against fibroblasts (L929), myoblasts (C2C12) and preosteoblasts (MG-63) was examined. The cell proliferation of C2C12 was significantly higher within l-pLG scaffolds, whereas L929 showed intensified growth within ss-pLG scaffolds. The difference in cell proliferation may be attributed to the varying mechanical properties of scaffolds; where the stiffness of l-pLG scaffolds was notably higher than ss-pLG scaffolds, most likely due to the variable levels of gelatin grafting on the backbone of PDLLA. Therefore, gelatin grafting can be used to modulate mechanical property of the scaffolds and this study reveals the significance of the matrix stiffness to produce the successful 3D scaffolds for tissue engineering applications.